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II.

 
Cycle diagrams are used to identify how items or events are related to one another in a
repeating flow. 

The arrows in the diagram describe the conditions that influence a change from one state to
another.

When filling out this template, consider how the change in the state of the cycle occurred. 

Was it based on environmental conditions? How can other influences accelerate or slow the
rate of change? 

How might the introduction of something new impact or alter the cycle?
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Guiding spirits somehow appear when you're least expecting them such as these 1967
"lessons learned" while enroute to the off-shore Vietnam War :: 

My takeaway as a #USNavy Veteran is to honor all humanity's inner voices thanks to a
spirit who shared WIZdom from the Korean War trenches serving wounded Marines ...
Bravo Zulu Hospital Corpsmen :: 

Leadership traits result in empowering and inspiring others when the situation is seasoned
with "attitude, aptitude and abilities" plus a dash of #UNODIR (Unless Otherwise
Directed) . . .

I got my *most memorable leadership lesson* from a Master Chief Hospital Corpsman
(HMMC) while I was an Ensign in transit via a USAF MAC flight to join USS Cimarron
(AO-22) at Subic Bay, PI (in April, 1967)
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Methods by National Centre for Research Methods 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/methods/id572878029?mt=2
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differentiation of intentions, decisions and actions between those that are
distinguished as proper and those that are improper.[1] Morality can be a body of
standards or principles derived from a code of conduct from a particular
philosophy, religion or culture, or it can derive from a standard that a person
believes should be universal.[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morality
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